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Plank"s constant (h) =6.63x 10r4 Js, Velocity of light(C) = 3x I 08 ms-1,

ofelectron-g.1 xl0-rrkg, e.:8.854x l0-r2C2N2m'2,e:1.602x l0-reC, leV = 1.6 X 1oie J

lhe photo-electric effect has many practical applications. A photocell, such as the one

lelow used in burglar alaxm systems.

lJltravlolet

let light of wavelength 100 nm is

tle ultraviolet bcam, the sudden

used to illuminate the photocell. When a person

drop in current activates a switch. which sets off
aiarm.

i) Define the terms 'threshold frequcncy',\ave function, and ,photoelectdc €ffect'

ii) The work funclion of thc m€tal used as a cathode in the pholocell is 8.7 x l0 le J.

Calculate the velocity at whtch the electrons are emitted. I
iii) What conclusion about the nature oflight is drawn from the photoelectric effect?

(30 marks)

) What are the postulatcs of Bohr theory?

i)Derive an equation.for the Bohr radius ofthe hydrogen atom. Calculate its radius.

(30 marks)
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c) Calculate the fiequency oflight emitted by a hansitior from levcl t3 to level tz in

energy level diagram ofsome oftansition for a hydrogen atom given below.
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d) Explain the following;

i) Heisenberg's turcertainty pdnciple

ii) Quantum numbers

2 a) i) What is meant by 'Linear Combination of Atomic Orbitals' (LCAO)

ii) Sketch the combination of atomic orbitals that produces the lowest-energy

sigma orbital of BeCl2 in LCAO-MO theory.

b) Using a Molecular O$ital (MO) eneryy level diagram, describe the

give the electron configuration ofits valence electrons.

ct Using rhe ralencr-bond theory describes Lhe bonding in CHt .

d) i) What is'meant by VSEPR theory?

ii) Write the Lewis structue ofthe following molecules and predict the shapes

molccules using VSEPR theory.

ii) PC15
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